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RES CHAMPIONS 
LEAGUE WINNERS 
PRESENTED DURING 
INTERNATIONAL 100% 
RES REGIONS CONGRESS 
IN GERMANY
How could a best place be found to host 
the 4th European award ceremony? The 
RES Champions League event has taken 
place during the international "100% 
RES regions" annual congress in Kassel 
(Germany) on the 24th of September 
2013. 12 champions were awarded 
prizes in 4 different divisions (general 
ranking, small, medium and large cities).

Next to the ceremony, two major 
sessions addressing international 
partners were held in English, as 
part of the international programme. 
The Plenary Session entitled "100% 
Renewable Energy goes global" involved 
the coordinators of "Go 100% RE" 
campaign and 100% RES Communities 
action. The second day, an International 
forum was hosted by World Future 
Council in form of a "World café".

WHAT IS 100% RES COMMUNITIES 
PROJECT?
During this fourth season of the RES 
Champions League, some major 
changes happened. First and most 
significant one: 5 new countries 
(Austria, Belgium, Romania, Scotland, 
Slovenia) got associated to the action 
and a total of 12 countries are now 
involved. All in all, the national RES 
leagues now involve more than 10.000 
municipalities representing 100 
millions inhabitants over Europe. The 
RES Champions League is for sure the 
European reference for the evaluation 
of renewable energy development at 

local level. Still northern and southern 
countries should join the movement so that 
the participation of municipalities from the 
28 countries is possible tomorrow: we are 
waiting for them!

A new rule was agreed this year: regional 
authorities are now eligible to European 
awards, whereas only cities and towns 
were in the past. Urban areas as well 
as rural territories, grouping several 
municipalities into a consistent catchment 
area, are pretty often the level at which a 
joint energy strategy is defined effectively 
and conducted efficiently.

Moreover, the selection process of 
European champions was strengthened 
thanks to the design and use of a complete 
questionnaire based on 30 criteria. The 
quantitative data on installed capacity 
of renewable energy units is still the 
main indicator to define the champions, 
however, the qualitative information 
submitted by the local authorities have also 
a key role in the final process.

FINAL PHASES OF THE RES 
CHAMPIONS LEAGUE 2013
The selection process is now well 
established. The champions were 



identified through a step-by-step 
approach successively at national level 
at European level:

• Identification of several national 
challengers: every national orga-
nization running a league selected 
a few challengers for the semifinal 
phase in every division. These 
challengers were identified by 
the national organization among 
best-ranked local authorities in the 
national RES league.

• National semifinal: every national 
organization selected (only) one 
national challenger for the Europe-
an final in every division, based on 
RES data and the answers to the 
questionnaire.

• European final: the European jury 
eventually proceeded to a distant 
voting process (in two rounds) to 
select three champions among all fi-
nalists, also based on RES data and 
the answers to the questionnaire.

The European jury, composed of energy 
experts, networks of local authorities, 
NGOs, journalists from all participating 
countries, welcomed this year two 
recognised European organisations in 
the field of sustainable energy: Climate 
Alliance and Rurener network. With 
the introduction of municipalities from 
additional countries, the competition 
became significantly harder in 2013 
and the jury had Cornelian choices to 
do!

After Dunkerque (France, 2010), Prague 
(Czech  Republic, 2011), Rome (Italy, 
2012), this fourth season was a good 
vintage and confirmed to Europe that 
Germany and Austria are still ahead in the 
process of energy transition.

More information: www.res-league.eu

100% RES COMMUNITIES ARE 
NETWORKING ALL OVER EUROPE!
Based on the success of Rurener and RES 
Champions League actions, the movement 
associating sustainable energy and rural 
territories over Europe gathers momentum 
with 100% RES Communities action.

100% RES Communities action aims 
at experimenting and developing the 
model of joint SEAPs elaboration and 
implementation in rural territories and 
towns in 9 European countries. In this 
model, rural towns sign the Covenant of 
Mayors together with a territorial authority 
acting as Territorial Coordinator.

While evaluating their SEAPs and drawing 
lessons learnt, 5 experienced territories are 
supporting 5 learning territories to develop 
their joint SEAPs through a mentoring 
approach based on a twinning principle. 
The implementation of 2 actions in each 
territory will make the SEAPs concrete by 
2014.

In Europe, rural towns and territories 
are joining Rurener network. National 
Rurener clubs are created to promote the 
signature of the Covenant by rural towns, 
upon the model of joint commitment and 
implementation previously experimented, 
and to support them fulfilling their 
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commitment. Rurener network is now 
strengthening the political representation 
of rural towns at European level.

While joining Rurener network, rural 
towns and territories commit to head 
towards being "100 RES territories". First, 
as no standard definition of a "100% 
RES community" exists, the project has 
set this definition at European level, 
based on existing experiences (Germany, 
Italy, Austria…). By the end of 2013, 
the operational implementation of this 
definition in a web platform will allow 
identifying front-runner rural towns and 
territories. With the creation of 4 new 
national RES leagues, thousands of towns 
and territories from 12 countries can now 
evaluate their progress and compare to 
others based on standard criteria.

Finally, as the concept of "100% RES 
community" is not well known yet, 
a communication campaign based 
on popular tools and events is being 
developed to promote it. As a result, a 
large number of rural towns and territorial 
authorities will be stimulated to join Rurener 
network, sign the Covenant of Mayors, 
develop new SEAPs and implement 
structuring RES and EE actions.

100% RES Communities is financed by 
the Energy Intelligent Europe programme 
from the European Commission. It will last 
three years (April 2012 to March 2015). 
The action is coordinated by the CLER and 
involves 13 partners from 10 countries.

More information: 
www.100-res-communities.eu

DIFFUSION OF RENEWABLES ENERGY IN EUROPE
COUNTRY PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR THERMAL

MW m2

2010 2011 2010 2011

Germany 17.370 24.875 24.044.000 15.234.000

Spain 3.943,5 4.345,3 2.415.000 2.744.000

Italy 16.411* 17.373 * 2.503.949 2.932.451

France 1.192,8 4.028* 2.043.000 2.265.000

United Kingdom 79 978,3 534.043 592.525

Portugal 126 158,5 748.676 876.818

Denmark 7,1 16,7 560.000 622.401

Sweden 11,4 18,7 445.000 474.700

Netherlands 88 145 811.000 836.350

Greece 205,4 631,3 4.086.025 4.089.422

Poland 1,8 1,8 655.742 903.659

Ireland 0,7 0,7 153.000 173.700

Austria 95,5 187,2 4.558.279 4.766.329

Belgium 904,1 1.391,1 372.151 416.447

Romania 1,9 2,9 104.700 123.000

Bulgaria 32,3 203 105.300 113.500

Hungary 1,8 4,1 103.036 127.691

Czech Republic 1.959,1 2.100,8* 308.868 374.668

Finland 9,6 11,2 32.923 39.523

Slovenia 45,5 90,4 123.250 189.044

* data 2012
data processing by Legambiente Onlus
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COUNTRY WIND

2011 MW TWh

Germany 31.308 * 48,8

Spain 22.796 * 42,4

Italy 8.144 * 9,8

France 7.562 * 12,3

United Kingdom 6.488 15,4

Portugal 4.301 9,1

Denmark 3.951 9,7

Sweden 2.769 6,0

Netherlands 2.316 5,1

Greece 1.626 3,3

Poland 1.616 3,2

Ireland 1.463 4,3

Austria 1.079 1,9

Belgium 1.069 2,3

Romania 982 1,3

Bulgaria 522 0,9

Hungary 329 0,6

Czech Republic 263 * 0,4 *

Finland 199 0,4

COUNTRY HYDRO <10 MW

2011 MW GWh

Germany 1.743 5.871

Spain 1.930 6.433

Italy 2.816 10.047

France 2.178 4.189

United Kingdom 272 1.049

Portugal 377 938

Denmark 9 17

Sweden 956 3.615

Greece 206 581

Poland 280 943

Ireland 41 83

Austria 932 4.697

Belgium 64 123

Romania 432 719

Bulgaria 451 840

Hungary 15 51

Czech Republic 752,8 1.102

Finland 315 1.147

Slovenia 159 292

* data 2012
data processing by Legambiente Onlus

* data 2012
data processing by Legambiente Onlus

COUNTRY BIOGAS BIOFUEL SOLID BIOMASS

2011 GWh toe TWh

Germany 19.426,0 2.956.746,0 11,5

Spain 875,0 1.672.710,0 2,9

Italy 3.404,7 1.401.026,0 2,5

France 1.203 2.426.700,0 114,7

United Kingdom 5.735,0 1.051.506,0 6,1

Portugal 160,0 306.894,0 2,4

Denmark 343,0 132.086,0 3,0

Sweden 33,0 480.490,0

Netherlands 1.027,0 310.715,0 3,9

Greece 199,3 103.396,0

Poland 451,1 1.047.269,0 9,6

Ireland 203,0 97.332,0 0,1

Austria 625,0 431.660,0 3,6

Belgium 526,9 321.429,0 3,1

Romania 19,1 197.956,0 0,1

Bulgaria 0,2

Hungary 183,0 164.126,0 1,5

Czech Republic 1.472* 210.092 * 1,8

Finland 133,7 185.854,0 10,8

Slovenia 126,7 35.363,0 0,1

* data 2012
data processing by Legambiente Onlus
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COUNTRY WIND PHOTO-
VOLTAIC

SOLAR 
THERMAL

SMALL 
HYDRO

GEOTHER-
MAL

BIOGAS BIOFUEL SOLID 
BIOMASS

Germany 101.000 110.900 14.100 7.300 14.200 52.900 23.200 48.300

Spain 30.000 15.000 5.000 1.500 600 2.000 10.200 14.400

Italy 30.000 55.000 4.500 2.250 6.150 4.000 8.400 10.600

France 20.000 62.750 8.100 2.500 3.500 2.350 29.900 45.500

United Kingdom 17.750 10.000 700 1.000 1.700 3.200 7.500 5.200

Portugal 4.900 3.500 1.500 1.750 200 100 1.600 7.800

Denmark 25.500 880 450 <100 200 1.500 4.500

Sweden 8.000 450 300 1.500 13.000 <50 3.800 25.000

Netherlands 2.800 2.500 1.500 200 2.000 1.900 2.500 3.150

Greece 2.500 22.000 3.700 550 <100 100 550 2.750

Poland 1.600 100 2.150 950 1.000 500 6.450 21.800

Ireland 2.000 250 100 <100 100 700 600

Austria 3.500 4.200 3.600 1.050 1.050 1.500 2.700 18.850

Belgium 3.600 10.370 550 100 650 350 2.000 3.000

Romania 4.000 200 400 <100 300 1.400 11.700

Bulgaria 3.650 3.600 110 400 300 0 100 3.000

Hungary 800 4.750 250 400 1.150 100 1.200 4.600

Czech Republic 350 1.500 500 300 900 500 1.900 6.200

Finland 6.400 70 400 3.100 <50 1.400 22.450

Slovenia 800 150 450 <100 350 150 1.550

EMPLOYMENT DIRECT AND INDIRECT JOBS (2011)

COUNTRY DEEP GEOTHERMAL HEAT PUMP

2011 MW GWh NUMBER MWth

Germany 7,1 18,8 243.978 3.000

Italy 882,5 5.654 12.357 231

France 17,2 1.050 205.000 1.785,3

United Kingdom 20.890 271,6

Portugal 29,0 210 24 0,3

Denmark 20.000 160

Sweden 407.000 4.314,2

Netherlands 35.065 864

Greece 350 50

Poland 29.580 360

Ireland 11.466 155,3

Austria 1,4 1,1 66.204 739,6

Belgium 13.085 157

Romania NA 5,5

Bulgaria 543 20,6

Hungary 4.901 56

Czech Republic 29.004 401,5

Finland 74.187 1.372,5

Slovenia 4.194 57,5

data processing by Legambiente Onlus

The state of renewable energies in Europe - 12th EurObserv’ER Report 
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WILDPOLDSRIED

RANKING 1° - General ranking

STATE Germany

INHABITANTS 2.570

PHOTOVOLTAIC 4.700 kW

SOLAR THERMAL 2.100 m2

SMALL HYDRO 58 kW

DEEP GEOTHERM 40 kW

GEOTHERMAL HEAT PUMP 320 kW

LARGE WIND 12.100 kW

SOLID BIOMASS 4.800 kWt

BIOGAS 1.500 kWe + 1.300 kWt

FRONT-RUNNING ENERGY VILLAGE 
In its Climate Protection Mission Statement titled "It’s our responsibility" the village Wildpoldsri-
ed (2.563 inhabitants) has decided unanimously in the city council to generate more renewa-
ble energy than is currently consumed and to reduce more CO2 than is being emitted, by the 
year 2020. In 2009, more than 300% of the entire electricity demand has been produced 
by a mix of wind, PV, biogas, and hydro power plants. In addition, one biomass heating 
plant already covered the entire heat demand 
of public buildings, and approximately 40% 
of private buildings. Therewith, the village has 
demonstrated convincingly that it is possible to 
switch its energy supply to a large extent to RES 
within an impressive time span of 10 years. 
For its commitments and achievements in the 
realm of climate protection the village has been 
given several prizes, among others the German 
Solarprize and the title Climate Protection 
Community (assigned by DUH - German Envi-
ronmental Relief). The successful implementation 
of projects like the local heating network, solar-
collective buying, pump replacement actions, 
free energy consultations and energy coopera-
tives has been driven by a strong participation 
of local actors and citizens. The ecological and 
participatory concept of Wildpoldsried has not 
only attracted many national and internatio-
nal visitor groups, but also various innovative 
businesses that support the energy visions of 
the village as well as the regional economic 
circulation.
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THE ENERGY CYCLE SYSTEM
Taking actions against climate change and creating new jobs through renewable and de-
centralised energy projects. In order to supply the municipality Mureck with energy produced 
from renewable sources, the Energy and Proteine Production Co-operative SEEG and the lo-
cal energy providers Nahwärme Mureck GmbH, Ökostrom and SEBA run a biodiesel plant, 
a biomass district heating system, a biogas plant and a photovoltaic plant involving citzens.
SEEG - Rapeseed processing - "From the field into the tank" and used cooking oil proces-
sing - "From the pan into the tank". The SEEG makes biodiesel from rapeseed produced 
by about 500 regional farmers, as well as from cooking oil that has been used by private 
households and restaurants.
Biomass district heating system Nahwärme Mureck GmbH - "From the forest into the living 
room" About 95% of Mureck’s total heat demand is covered by a 2 MW biomass heat 
boiler, waste heat from electricity generation and a 2 MW biogas peak load boiler.
Biogas - "Comprehensive energy supply of the Mureck region". The biogas eco-electricity 
plant generating per year 8.000 MWh of electricity as well as of heat, uses  manure, rene-
wable resources and by-products from biodiesel production.
SEBA - citizen photovoltaic plant "Getting about by solar power". A 2.500 kWp citizen 
photovoltaic plant consisting of an open area, roofing and a climate-friendly energy-genera-
ting glasshouse, where organic vegetables are grown, ensures the future electricity supply for 
the municipality‘s transport services. 
Through solar power generation 
and intense use of other renewable 
resources Mureck achieves a reduc-
tion of about 60.000 t of CO2 and 
20.000 t of crude oil per year.
Mureck‘s energy cycle system is a 
sustainable energy project that recei-
ved three awards - the World Energy 
Globe, the European Solar Prize and 
the Austrian Solar Prize. Since 1998 
Mureck has been a member of the 
Climate Alliance Austria and in 2007 
it was named the most innovative 
Austrian municipality.

2

RANKING 2° - General ranking

STATE Austria

INHABITANTS 1597

PHOTOVOLTAIC 2.573 kW

SOLID BIOMASS 144 kWe + 5.000 kWt

BIOGAS 999 kWe + 1.165 kWt

BIOFUEL 7.000.000 L
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SAINT-JULIEN-MONTDENIS  

RANKING 3° - General ranking 

STATE France 

INHABITANTS 1630

PHOTOVOLTAIC 1.000 kW 

SOLAR THERMAL 560 m2

MEDIUM HYDRO 2.860 kW 

SMALL WIND 10 kW 

SAINT-JULIEN-MONTDENIS JOINS FORCES 
WITH LOCAL UTILITY TO TAKE ACTION 
The mayor of Saint-Julien-Montdenis, Marc Tournabien, 
was thinking about energy autonomy for a while (back 
in the 90’s). When he was elected in 2008, he turned 
his will into reality, with several renewable energies and 
energy efficiency projects. In mountain regions, ski resorts are a place of culture shock betwe-
en the local people and urban "hipsters". This culture shock brings (also) positive outputs: the 
local people consider new technologies quite normal and usual. So is Marc Tournabien an 
enthusiastic promoter of the deployment of high-speed optic fiber with the aim to reinvigorate 
the local economy and tourism.
In the last years, a 2 MW hydro plant and several medium photovoltaic plants were instal-
led. The local production exceeds from 150% the total electricity needs of the village. Thanks 
to these latest installations, the whole association of towns Cœur de Maurienne is supplied 
with electricity from renewable energy sources only. Now a new challenge is tackled: dea-
ling with local electricity dispatching. Two projects are on-going: smart metering combined 
with load management and decentralised storage on batteries associated to PV units.
How things happen so fast, in this small mountain village, based an initial political commit-
ment? Just because all necessary competences were made available within the public-private 
territorial utility SOREA. SOREA was created in 2007 from the gathering of small existing 
municipal utilities, among others to develop hydro and solar projects. The mayor of Saint-
Julien-Montdenis is a member of its board. Its headquarters, a smart building at passive house 
standard, is located in the village.
Generally, inhabitants are friends of RES: 
many of them have installed solar thermal 
panels and wood heating systems.
Saint-Julien-Montdenis is leading the way on 
energy for its surrounding territory (together 
with Saint-Jean-de-Maurienne). At the time, 
Cœur de Maurienne has not yet established 
a strategy on energy. May the example of 
Saint-Julien-Montdenis be a driving force for 
the whole territory on the way to full energy 
autonomy in the future!
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SAERBECK

RANKING 1° - Small Cities (ex-aequo)

STATE Germany

INHABITANTS 7155

PHOTOVOLTAIC 22.360 kW

SOLAR THERMAL 980 m2

SMALL HYDRO 60 kW

SMALL WIND 140 kW

LARGE WIND 36.200 kW

GEOTHERMAL HEAT PUMP 440 kWt

A COMMUNITY ON ITS PATH 
TO CLIMATE NEUTRALITY
In 2008, Community Saerbeck (7.155 inhabitants) decided by council act to switch its entire 
energy supply to renewable energies. This represented a major landmark for approaching 
Saerbeck’s ambitious goal of becoming climate-neutral by 2030. The success in the course 
of many years of climate protection efforts is already measurable: by the end of year 2007, 
one quarter of the community’s total CO2 emissions could be reduced, resulting in Saerbeck 
earning a top rank position in the NRW-Solarbundesliga as well as being given the Europe-
an Energy Award and the German Solarprize in 2009.
As "NRW-Climate Community of the Future" Saerbeck also functions as a role model in the 
realm of climate protection and climate adaptation, as well as in the development of an 
"Integrated Climate Protection and Climate Adaption Concept" (IKKK). Part of the IKKK are 
three central flagship projects that have already been widely implemented: while flagship 
project "Saerbeck’s Sunny Sites" focuses on investigating the potentials of energy efficiency 
improvements and renewables application in private and industrial buildings, flagship project 
"Saerbeckian Insights - Renewables Made Transparent" developed a glass-heating system 
supplying a local heating network that conveys the concept of renewables in an educative 
manner. Key element of the third project "Steinfurtian Material Flows - The Circle is Closing" 
represents the conversion of a former ammunition depot to a bio-energypark based on PV, 
wind and biogas plants. All these 
achievements and success stories of 
the Climate Community-Project could 
not have been realized without an 
important ingredient: the strong support 
of Saerbeck’s clubs and organisations, 
local churches, schools and educatio-
nal facilities, and last but not least its 
citizens. Citizens and community both 
benefit from the security of renewable 
energy supply, financial participation 
and local added value.
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BRUCK-LEITHA 

A STRONG AND SUCCESSFUL PARTNERSHIP: 
BRUCK AN DER LEITHA & ENERGY PARK BRUCK
Since the foundation of the Energy Park and the membership of Climate Alliance Austria 
in 1995, the Austrian town Bruck/Leitha has been continuously implementing projects on 
renewable energy self-sufficiency. One of the key factors for this positive trend is the strong 
partnership between the town and the Energy Park Bruck, the latter being the leading promo-
ter of renewable energy sources in Bruck/Leitha and the entire surrounding region. 
So far, much has been achieved: the construction of a biomass district heating system and a 
windfarm consisting of five wind turbines (the first one to be constructed in Austria), as well as 
of a biogas plant featuring an innovative biogas purification plant and the launch of ecodu-
na, an internationally known algae production system.
This summer, photovoltaic panels will be installed on several town buildings. In Bruck/Leitha, 
even the refuse collection is solar-powered, including several solar-powered bins (compac-
tors) that increase the refuse capacity through compaction.
In addition to these best practices, a number 
of e-mobility-projects and awareness raising 
measures targeted at the citizens of Bruck/Leitha 
and the surrounding region Römerland Carnun-
tum - which is a Climate and Energy Model 
Region run by the Energy Park Bruck - are being 
implemented. 
Since 2005, the postgraduate MSc "Renewable 
Energy in CEE" has been taking place annually 
in Bruck/Leitha, promoting long-term scientific 
research in the field of renewable energy 
sources. 
The central pillars on which the success of 
Bruck/Leitha is built are: a strong political com-
mitment to tread new paths, mutual trust and 
cooperation across the political spectrum and a 
visionary, as well as a realistic approach. 
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RANKING 1° - Small Cities (ex-aequo)

STATE Austria

INHABITANTS 7.660

PHOTOVOLTAIC 166 kW

SOLAR THERMAL 143 m2

LARGE WIND 9.000 kW

SOLID BIOMASS 10.000 kWt

BIOGAS 1.672 kWe + 1.672 kWt

BIOFUEL 100.000.000 L
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EWESTERN ISLES

RANKING 3° - Small Cities 

STATE Scotland

INHABITANTS 26.000

PHOTOVOLTAIC 70 kW

GEOTHERMAL HEAT PUMP 1.660 kWt 

SMALL HYDRO 154 kW

SMALL WIND 21.500 kW

SOLID BIOMASS 220 kWe + 2.500 kWt

Comhairle nan Eilean Siar is the unitary Local Authority 
for the Outer Hebrides of Scotland, a 120 mile long 
archipelago with its main administration centre in Stor-
noway (pop 10.000). With one of the best wind resources in Europe and a high proportion 
of land in community ownership, the Outer Hebrides are maximising the penetration of RES 
for community benefit.
As founding member of ISLENET, Europe’s energy network for islands, the Comhairle has a 
long history in European energy matters.  Most recently, the Comhairle coordinated the ambi-
tious EACI ISLEPACT project on behalf of 11 island groups across Europe, seeking to reduce 
Carbon emissions by 20% by 2020 through an Island Sustainable Energy Action Plan and a 
suite of Bankable Projects.
The Comhairle and the local Health Authority have developed a joint Carbon Management 
Plan which is achieving a 25% reduction in agency Carbon emissions two years ahead of 
schedule.  Generally, the islands aim to meet or exceed Scotland’s ambitious 2020 targets 
- 42% reduction in GHG emissions and 20% of energy demand, 80% of electricity consum-
ption, 11% of heat and 10% of transport energy from RES.
In a partnership led by Community Energy Scotland, the 
Comhairle has supported a vigorous Community Energy 
sector with 23 MW of wholly community owned genera-
tion now consented.  All benefit from these schemes will 
go directly into community regeneration.
A total of 525 MW of commercial generation (475 MW 
of onshore wind and 50 MW of wave energy) is now 
consented and awaiting delivery of a new Radial Con-
nector to the UK Grid, scheduled for completion in 2017.
Other Comhairle projects include a ‘heat from waste’ 
Anaerobic Digester which processes all the organic wa-
ste from the islands and a 250 kW wind turbine which 
will power the production of Hydrogen by hydrolysis.  
An Outer Hebrides Energy Supply Company is being 
scoped which will retail community owned renewable 
electricity to the local population, reducing Fuel Poverty 
levels.
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AMSTETTEN

TOWARDS AN ENERGY-SMART TOWN
RENEWABLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS IN AMSTETTEN 
Since it joined the Austrian Climate Alliance in 2000, the town of Amstetten in Lower Austria 
has been launching numerous projects on renewable energy sources. The mission of its 
newest trailblazing project is to supply the municipal energy provider (STADTwerke Amstetten) 
with heating power generated from heat produced in a sewage channel.
A project being absolutely unique in Austria, it earned the town the "European Heat Pump 
City of the Year Award 2013". 
In recent years Amstetten has received numerous awards, such as the award for the "Most 
innovative Austrian municipality of the year 2006", in recognition of its efforts made in the 
"Amstetten 2010+" sustainability campaign. To date, more than 50 projects in the following 
fields have been implemented during the campaign: green building and sustainable construc-
tion, renewable energy solutions, environment and quality of life, education and work. Along 
the so-called Ökoenergiemeile - a cycle route of 15 km length - there can be found almost 
all renewable sources of energy that are currently in Amstetten technologically and economi-
cally viable: two hydroelectric plants - one having been in service since 1900, the other one 
using residual flows - a biomass district heating system, a combined heat and power plant, a 
biogas plant and several photovoltaic plants, as well as the above mentioned sewage water 
heat pump.
The only renewable sources of energy that currently can’t be used efficiently in Amstetten are 
wind power and geothermal power, as has been shown by a thorough feasibility analysis. 
"Our goal for the future is to turn Amstetten into an 
energy-smart town. Three years ago, in order to 
achieve this goal, we elaborated together with 
municipal representatives, enterprises and citi-
zens a vision for 2050, as well as a road map 
for 2020", explains mayor Ursula Puchebner, de-
monstrating that the use of renewable sources of 
energy will definitely play a central role in future 
measures taken against climate change.
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RANKING 1° - Medium Cities 

STATE Austria

INHABITANTS 23.029

PHOTOVOLTAIC 1.395 kW

SOLAR TERMAL 3.670 m2

SMALL WIND 5,2 kW

SMALL HYDRO 3.515 kW

SOLID BIOMASS 5.480 kWe + 36.240 kWt

BIOGAS 480 kWe + 570 kWt

GEOTHERMAL HEAT PUMP 2.060 kWt
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EWANGEN IM ALLGÄU

THE PLACE TO GET INVOLVED
ON ENERGY CHALLENGES
The city of Wangen im Allgäu (27.602 inhabitants) is a role model when it comes to a 
broad involvement of citizens and businesses into numerous energy and climate political 
measures and activities. The city is determined to achieve its goal of a 50% reduction of CO2 
emissions across all sectors by 2020 (reference year: 1995). Simultaneously, Wangen im 
Allgäu works on reducing the use of fossil fuel energies 
by at least 75% until 2050, compared to levels in 
2010. This represents an important interim goal on 
the path towards the achievement of a 2000 Watt 
Society. One of the accomplishments of Wangen im 
Allgäu represents the founding of an inter-municipal 
energy cooperative - with its 464 members one of 
the biggest in the region. This cooperative allows 
Wangen’s citizens to actively participate in energy 
themes and to invest in regional projects that support 
a sustainable energy supply. Further important steps 
are the establishment of a municipal energy supplier 
which is running several hydro-electric power plants 
and a biomass-fueled district heating grid. Major 
focus areas of the city’s Energy and Climate Protection 
Commission Statement represent public relations work 
and the involvement of citizens in urban planning, 
measures to improve energy efficiency, the environ-
mentally sustainable development of building land, as 
well as the development of an energy efficient and 
future-oriented transport concept. Wangen im Allgäu 
has been distinguished for its front-running activities by 
the European Energy Award. In 2012, the city was 
recertified for the second time and "missed" the Euro-
pean Energy Award Gold by a margin of only 2%. 

2

RANKING 2° - Medium Cities 

STATE Germany

INHABITANTS 27.602

PHOTOVOLTAIC 19.904 kW

SOLAR THERMAL 5.448,6 m2

SMALL HYDRO 1.816 kW

SOLID BIOMASS 6.248 kWt

BIOGAS 2.017 kWe 

GEOTHERMAL HEAT PUMP 1.300 kWt
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MOUSCRON

Mouscron is a 50 km² Belgian city of 56.000 habitants 
located in the western part of the Walloon region, between Brussels and Lille Metropole. 
Mouscon bets on its European resource center to build capacities and mobilize resources that 
will lead them towards its ambitious CO2 reduction target.
The vision of Mouscron is to empower local development by focusing on energy and climate 
issues. Within that perspective, Mouscron engaged itself in the Covenant of Mayors in 
February 2012 to reach a 21% CO2 reduction by 2020. 
By opting for a high energy/climate objective, Mouscron seeks to create economic and 
social added value that could concretely yield between 300 to 2000 € of increased buying 
power for half of their citizens.
Mouscron relies on ELEA, its competence center 
- recognized as ‘best European resource center 
within 1000 km’ - to coordinate its sustaina-
ble energy action plan (SEAP), mobilize local 
actors/citizens and focus national and regional 
resources on the city.
Mouscron has a very high energy saving poten-
tial, as most of its buildings are poorly insulated. 
Most of its efforts are focused on the renovation 
of public and tertiary building. However, in-
vestments in RES production, alternative mobility, 
public lighting are also envisaged. 
Biomass cogeneration, large PV and solar ther-
mal are the main RE technologies currently instal-
led on the territory. Plans to set up a participative 
wind park, a heating network and a biomass 
plant are under way. 
A total investment plan of 111 million euros is 
foreseen over 7 years. This large amount will not 
only come from the local authority, but also from 
citizens and local enterprises that account for 
around 2/3 of the entire investment. That is why 
in Mouscron, energy actions are made by and 
for the people. 
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RANKING 3° - Medium Cities 

STATE Belgium 

INHABITANTS 56.001

PHOTOVOLTAIC 6.585 kW 

SOLAR THERMAL 123 m2

SOLID BIOMASS 2.640 kWe + 2.443 kWt 

BIOGAS 1.382 kWe + 1.660 kWt 
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"RES-REGION OF COMPETENCE"
Region Trier - "RES Region of competence" has been approved as 100 RES-Region in 2011. 
The region (513.109 inhabitants) has more than 15 years work experience in the realm of 
developing a sustainable regional energy system focusing equally on energy saving, energy 
efficiency, expansion of renewables, and mobility and transport. The overarching goal is 
to develop from an energy-importing to an energy-exporting region. Already today, the 
RES-plants in the region generate an energy yield supplying more than 50% of the regional 
electricity demand, thereby saving more than 1,1 Mio. tonnes of CO2. If this favorable de-
velopment continues, the threshold of export energy may be exceeded by 2040. In 2008, 
the Region has adopted a development concept, 
the Future Strategy Region Trier 2025, which 
contains major actions addressing key themes 
such as energy generation and savings, reduc-
tion of GHGs and creating/ maintaining added 
value in the regional energy sector. Since year 
2010, Energy Agency Region Trier functions as 
the central regional platform that in cooperation 
with the regional Planning Association initiates 
projects, consults, informs and connects relevant 
actors - ranging from citizens and communities 
over private persons and architects to planners, 
energy consultants and all sorts of other busines-
ses - on energy themes. In order to anchor the 
energy transition in Region Trier on the widest 
possible democratic consensus, a regional public 
discourse was launched in 2012. This enabled 
a broad discussion of opportunities and risks 
associated with the expansion of renewables in 
the course of the transition process in numerous 
workshops, events and internet-portals. 

1

RANKING 1° - Large Cities 

STATE Germany 

INHABITANTS 513.000

PHOTOVOLTAIC 356.870 kW 

SOLAR THERMAL 54.000 m2

SOLID BIOMASS 35.226 kWe + 76.500 kWt 

BIOGAS 2.200 kWe 

GEOTHERMAL HEAT PUMP 54.000 kWt 

LARGE WIND 645.950 kW 

HYDRO 137.700 kW 
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PERPIGNAN MÉDITERRANÉE IS ABOUT TO MEET 
ALL ITS RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICITY NEEDS 
WITH RENEWABLE ENERGY
Wind, solar, biogas, district heating, biofuel: Perpi-
gnan Méditerranée means to install a complete range 
of renewable energy sources on its territory. Most of 
these initiatives are part of the Catalonian Ecopark: a space where new synergies are crea-
ted between the region’s economic and agricultural activities, its respect for the environment 
and landscape and its status as a tourist destination and quality of life.
The region’s residential electricity needs are to be met by the end of year 2015 through an 
existing projects’ portfolio. Actual installations already produce 230 GWh/year (42% of ne-
eds). A large wind park of 35 turbines and 92 MW will be installed over 1600 hectares of 
land in the North-East of the region, currently a winemaking area, by the end of year 2013 
(adding 220 GWh/year). Today, the Catalonian Ecopark is also known through solar PV 
panel installations, a project to develop local biofuel or greenhouses that are heated through 
the district heating system. 
Due partly to its numerous local specialists, the region has a real head start with its existing 
knowledge about renewable energy. From training to innovation to research, Perpignan 
Méditerranée has developed ample experience in making renewable energy economically 
viable. Tecnosud is a platform that brings together the competitiveness cluster ‘Derbi’, busi-
nesses such as Tecsol and Cansol, research laboratories such as CNRS-Promes and Cartech 
and, since September 2009, the first Engineering School in France that is entirely dedicated 
to renewable energy, PolyEnR.
Exemplary in renewable energies, Perpignan is 
also aiming to lead in the field of sustainable 
development, which means also looking at 
transport, preserving natural resources, and su-
stainable lifestyles. Such measures were brought 
to the fore by the Grenelle 2015 agreement, 
signed in 2008. Given the seal of approval by 
the regional council, many of the 36 initiatives 
adopted are already well underway. They are 
now included in a sustainable energy action plan 
agreed in 2012 and being implemented.
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RANKING 2° - Large Cities 

STATE France

INHABITANTS 257.000

PHOTOVOLTAIC 45.830 kW

SOLAR THERMAL 5.000 m2

BIOGAS 14.687 kWe + 2.220 kWt  

LARGE WIND 14.250 kW
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"RES-REGION OF COMPETENCE"
The Bergamo Municipal Administration confirmed the project "Bergamo Sostenibile" to promo-
te the environmental and energetic sustainability of the development of the City in the future 
years. This project  is organized in a series of concrete actions, concerning three principal 
plans: the Agenda 21, the Municipal Energy Plan and the Sustainable Energy Action Plan. 
The renewable sources are: 286 m2 of solar thermal, 7,3 MW of photovoltaic, of which 1,6 
on public buildings, 1 mini hydroelectric system from 1,9 MW of which one public from 55 
kW, one public heat pump system from 44,40 kWt, one biogas system from 815 kW with 
anaerobic digestion, and one biomass cogeneration system from 4,6 MWe and 2,1 MWt. 
About the public buildings, the Municipality announced the intent to install of photovoltaic 
systems on 15 buildings, but is still in phase of improvement. The fittings on public buildings 
represent 23% of the installed total power in the city.
While about the saving electric energy, have been put a lot of actions to replace the tradi-
tional lamp-posts with LED lamps or to low consumption light bulbs. In the city there were 
17.700 traditional lamps which 14.452 are low consumption; within the end of the year is 
anticipated the substitution of further 500 lamps with LED lamps. And in all the traditional  se-
maphore’s lamps has been replaced with lamps led, with an energy saving of 80%. Besides 
the City Buildings Rule has introduced the obligation of energetic provisioning from photovol-
taic plants for the new buildings. 
About the sustainable mobility and the diffusion of the lower part fuels environmental impact, 
the town administration decided to reducing the number 
of vehicles, and turning the vehicles to gasoline into 
vehicles to GPL. Also introducing the methane and the 
electrics to receiving waste, and the vehicles to methane 
for the public transport. There are some measures of 
incentive for the use of the electric autos, like the free 
parking, and allowing them to access the in to the ztl 
zone (restricted traffic zone), and installing rechargeable 
columns. 42 long cycle footsteps have been realized 
42.335 km, besides the "Piedibus" (the school bus) that 
involves every day 1.000 children of 14 schools.

3

RANKING 3° - Large Cities 

STATE Italy

INHABITANTS 121.137

PHOTOVOLTAIC 7.300 kW 

SOLAR THERMAL 286 m2

SMALL HYDRO 1.900 kW 

BIOGAS 815 kW 

SOLID BIOMASS 4.600 kWe + 2.100 kWt 

GEOTHERMAL HEAT PUMP 44,4 kW 
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FLOBEQ BELGIUM
In a small and peaceful village of 3500 inhabitants in Wallonia (Belgium), a group 
of elected people aim for energy autonomy and launch an innovative service to their 
citizen. 
Do you want a PV installation for free? This was the simple -but yet hard to belie-
ve- proposition that the municipality made to all their households. 300 households 
answered positively. 
How does it work? The system is a third party investment model in which a third party 
(a non profit organization created by the municipality) rents the roof of private house-
holds, takes a loan to buy PV units from local PV companies and have them installed.  
The third party recuperates his investment through the sale of green certificates. After 
the installation has covered its costs, the ownership is transferred to the houselhold 
at zero cost. During all that time, the electric meter of participating households turns 
backward, reducing thus the energy bill.
Knowledge The project goes beyond its green production aspect. With the collabora-
tion of the grid operator, a chair at the University of Mons was created to study and 
learn from the large scale integration of 
installations in a small perimeter. 
Towards energy autonomy. PV systems 
were dimensioned to meet electrical ne-
eds of households. In 2013, a  third of 
all citizens are electricity ‘autonomous’. 
To reach them all, the municipality laun-
ches a new 1,5 million biomass project 
while working on the possibility of 
jointly engaging the CoM and creating 
projects in synergy.

ALBA IULIA ROMANIA
Alba Iulia is a member of 
the CoM since 2010.  
The first project using 
renewable energy sources 
was developped in 2011 
and it consists in photo-
voltaic panels fixed on 
4 public buildings. The 
energy produced is 300 
MWh/year and leads to 
a reduction in emissions 
of 165 tones of CO2/year.
In Alba Iulia there are also 40 square meters of solar panels to produce thermal 
energy and about 50 individual biomass plants functioning with wood pellets. 
Municipality organizes annual energy days and information campaign and is 
partner in different IEE projects. 



BUDAÖRS HUNGARY
Budaörs was among the first Hungarian 
cities to sign the Covenant of Mayors. The 
CO2 reduction target set is in accordance 
with EU-level objectives. Local stakeholders 
like energy suppliers, companies and 
citizens were involved in the elaboration of 
the SEAP. Ambitious RES projects like the 
development of the district heating system 
are listed among the planned measures. 
Several public buildings are equipped with 
RES systems and public lightening is powered by PV panels. Local subsidy program-
mes have been developped to increase energy efficiency in residential buildings.

MIREN KOSTANJEVICA SLOVENIA
Municipality Miren-Kostanjevica has 4817 
inhabitants living on 63 km2 area.  Their 
outstanding achievement is innovative recon-
struction of street lightening with diminished 
electricity consumption for 58%. With me-
asures of sustainable mobility as replacing 
cars with bicycles and editing bike paths 
they reduce CO2 emissions by 10tons/a. 
The main issue this year was to build  heating system on wooden biomass for 
settlement Miren, which was opened in May this year. Heating power of existing 
biomass devices is 720 kW. In the municipality there are 500 kW photovoltaic 
panels  installed. There are continuous efforts made to disseminate sustainable 
energy literacy to general public, especially to school youth. They are member of 
Covenant of Mayors

TÖRÖKBÁLINT HUNGARY
Public buildings of the municipality have been evaluated energetically to ease 
the investment decisions of the council. The local authority plays an exemplary 
role by the sustainable operation of buildings. The importance of energy saving 
is continously communicated to citizens. The Bóbita kindergarten is heated by 

geothermal heat pumps and a so-
lar thermal system. A school com-
plex with sports center, conference 
rooms, swimming pool heated 
by heat pumps will be opened in 
August. Further RES investments in 
public buildings are planned ac-
cording to the energy action plan.
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VILLERS LE BOUILLET BELGIUM
Villers-le-bouillet is an inspiring community of 6310 inhabitants located on a 32 km² 
rural territory in Wallonia (Belgium).
With its vast plains and agriculture activities, Villers-le-bouillet has a big RES potential. 
But what makes it special is that it has created its own funding structure that now re-
invests in local projects. 
The fund in fact, it is a cooperative ‘Enercity’ -  owned by the municipality and its 
citizens- that was created in 2009 to invest in a 2 MW wind turbine. Its constitution 
required less than 100.000 € of municipal funds, the rest (around 3 millions) was 
covered through bank loans.
The involvement of the municipality was a key success factor as, not only they 
coordinated the dynamic, but they also invested money in the cooperative and gave 

a public guarantee to enable bank 
loans. 
Snowball effect. The cooperative 
equipped all public building with PV 
installation, and now seeks to invest 
in 4 more wind turbines. 
Showing the example. Villers-le 
-bouillet has the first passive munici-
pal house of Wallonia and promotes 
RES and Energy efficiency amongst 
its citizens and agriculture, while 
sharing a municipal electric car.

KNEŽICE CZECH REPUBLIC
Knêžice (80 km from Prague, 508 inh.) is the only village in the Czech Repu-
blic, which is de facto energy self-sufficient thanks to a bioenergy centre, which 
consists of a biogas plant with CHP (330 kWe and 400 kWth) and a biomass 
heating plant (boilers 800+400 kW). This technology for CZK 139 mill. supplies 
with heat over 90% of the population and produces significantly more electricity 
than the village consumes, allowing its sale.
For a village without sewer a bet on biogas solves also the problem of organic 
waste processing. The centre operated by municipality produces pellets for hea-

ting of houses in the area.
The village has also won the Czech so-
lar award from EUROSOLAR and begins 
to promote its journey in a new infor-
mation centre in the former mill. It also 
leads microregion of five municipalities, 
which have signed the CoM recently 
and are preparing a joint SEAP. Motor 
of events - mayor Milan Kazda - heads a 
forming national club RURENER.
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DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY SCOTLAND
Dumfries and Galloway is a unitary Local Authority with the major population re-
sident centre in the Dumfries district. The authority signed the Covenant of Mayors 
in 2012 and through the 100% RES project has been developing a Sustainable 
Energy Action Plan (SEAP) for the region in 2013. Prior to this it committed to 
Scotland’s Climate Change Declaration in 2007. Both this Declaration and CoM 
acknowledges the reality and implications of climate change and the authority’s 
responsibility to respond effectively. This entails:
• Providing effective leadership, governance and management on climate 

change.
• Reducing the local authority’s own ‘corporate’ greenhouse gas emissions 

from their estate, services and functions.
• Taking action to reduce emissions from the local authority area.
• Assessing the risks of climate change impacts and working with others to 

adapt to the impacts 
of climate change.

• Developing effective 
partnership working 
and climate change 
communications, 
including producing 
an annual statement 
of plans, activities 
and achievements.

BAIA MARE ROMANIA
Baia Mare , a city with 
139,870 inhabitants, joined 
the Covenant of Mayors in 
December 2008 and its 
SEAP has been approved in 
September 2011. 
The main plans of the munici-
pality concerning the use of 
RES are:
•	 Pilot project regarding 

the public lightening 
with LED technology, on 
one of the main streets of the city;

•	 Investments regarding the installation of thermo-solar panels on 23 schools;
•	 Finishing the development of  two small hydropower on rivers in the vicinity of 

the city;
•	 Development of a photovoltaic park on the industrial platform.  
About 97%, of the blocks of flats of the city used central heating systems which led to 
savings in natural gas.
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SZEGED HUNGARY
Szeged is committed to the rationa-
lization of energy consumption. The 
biggest recent investment in the city 
was the installation of a PV system 
(660 kW) on the university buildings. 
Several public buildings are heated 
and/or powered by solar energy: 
94 kWe PV panels and 1400 m2 
thermal collectors are installed 
on schools, the jailhouse and the 
hospital. The local authority supports 
investments of citizens: block houses 
can apply for a grant to invest in insulation and other energy efficiency measures. 
The University plays an important role in the research and dissemination related 
to RES technologies.

MONTDIDIER FRANCE
Pilot town in sustainable energies
Montdidier works with his municipal energy utility to implement a local energy action 
plan aiming at reaching full energy autonomy by 2020. This action plan represents 

an opportunity of diversification 
and promotion of the public 
service provided by the utility. 
The utility plays a key role for its 
clients facing fuel poverty, together 
with his traditional role of local 
energy distributor and provider. 
The local dimension is a plus: the 
simplicity of exchanges between 
the different departments, elected 
persons of the town and the utility 
are one of the success factors of 
the programme.
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THE PROJECT
The action “100% RES Communities” aims 

at experimenting and developing guidelines 
for the elaboration and implementation of 

joint sustainable Energy Actions Plans in rural 
communities together with a territorial coordinator. 
In Europe, rural communities and actors are joining 

the Runerer network and therefore commit to 
become “100% RES Communities”. The indicators 

of RES Champions League action have been 
adapted and completed to allow identifying 

“100% RES Communities”.
National clubs of Runerer are being created to 

promote the signature of the Covenant of Mayors 
and support signatories to fulfill their commitment. 
While gathering more members, Runerer network 
will gain legitimacy to work for a better political 
representation of rural energy at European level.
The action “100% RES Communities” is financed 
by Energy Intelligent – Europe programme of the 
European Commision. It will last 3 years (April 
2012 to March 2015). 13 partners from 10 

countries are involved.

www.res-league.eu
www.100-res-communities.eu
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